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Abstract 
 
In the automated ultrasonic testing of rail profiles, conventional probe sensors are still 
used to this day. These testing machines have to undergo various difficulties. The 
coupling of ultrasonic waves is achieved by means of either squirter-nozzles causing the 
spilling of ejected water or direct contact of ultrasonic probes with Rails causing the fast 
wearing of probe shoe. The probes need to be mechanically adjusted in accordance with 
the Rail profile and probe adjustment-times to test different rail profiles are high. The 
total number of probes in a system varies depending on the Rail profile and dimensions. 
However, the overall voluminal testing coverage of the Rail with these testing machines 
is small. Also, such automated testing machines require a large testing area comprising 
of complex mechanics and require a high maintenance effort.  
 
In this paper, the results of the application tests performed with a phased array probe in 
immersion technique are presented. This technique overcomes the above-mentioned 
difficulties. The test defects (side drilled holes) in head, and web regions of a Rail are 
detected. The defect echo is sensitive to the orientation of the defect. A slight variation in 
the orientation of the defect can be detected using beam steering, which is not possible 
with conventional probes without mechanical adjustment. Complex defects such as 
notches at the curved-foot-region of the Rail are also detected. Unlike the conventional 
systems wide range of Rail profiles can be tested with the same phased array probe. In 
addition to a stable coupling, the flexible electronic control offers the possibility to adapt 
the test to any desired rail profile within a very short time. Through beam-steering and 
beam-formation of the sound field, a higher coverage of the test volume is achieved. Apart 
from detecting standard defects such testing machine system can handle customized 
defect detection requirements. 
 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
Ultrasonic testing is widely employed for Non-destructive Testing (NDT) [1] of test 
objects to detect and analyse anomalies of the object. In general, there exists several Rail 
profile structures with a complex geometry making them difficult for inspection using an 
automated testing system. The current existing automated ultrasonic testing machines are 
based on single element ultrasound probes with squirter-technology [2] where a 
continuously flowing water train is used for coupling of ultrasonic waves. In these 
systems, the probes have to be adapted to the Rail profile which requires very laborious 
manoeuvres of the mechanics of the test system. Moreover, well-defined such testing 
machines have a low inspection coverage area of the Rails. To overcome these 
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disadvantages a state of art method and system for inspection based on phased array 
technology is introduced. This paper contains the results of measurements performed with 
phased array probes on a Rail (UIC60). The test flaws such as volumetric defects and 
cracks (notches) are developed in the Rail. 
 
2.  Inspection System and Method 
 
In automated testing machine system phased arrays are employed very often [3]. The 
ultrasonic inspection system includes an ultrasonic probe having a plurality of transducer 
elements.  A virtual probe is defined as the subset of phased array transducer elements to 
emit an ultrasonic. Depending on the flaw types and sizes a sufficient number of virtual 
probes are defined to detect these flaws. 
 
The method and system for inspection of a rail profile using phased array technology may 
result in a reduction or elimination of the need to adjust the location of the ultrasonic 
probes when inspecting different rail profiles since the virtual probe arrangement can be 
easily changed and the ultrasonic beams transmitted by the phased array probes can be 
steered to adapt to the surface of the rail profile without mechanical adjustment of the 
probes.  This reduces the need for complex mechanical systems that are prone to failure 
and require maintenance.  The use of phased array probes to inspect the rail profile 
improves upon conventional rail profile testing systems by improving (increasing) the 
signal-to-noise ratio by directing the ultrasonic beam toward the defect, increasing testing 
sensitivity, providing greater testing coverage of the rail profile that allows for detection 
and inspection of special defects beyond standard requirements, increasing the probability 
of detection (POD) of defects, improving the identification of the size of defects, and 
increasing productivity by using phased array evaluations techniques (e.g., PaintBrush [4 
& 5], acoustic holography). 
 
3.  Application Test and Results 
 
3.1 Geometry and flaws 

 

Figure 1. The geometry of Rail. The Rail has 
material parameters of steel i.e. longitudinal 
wave velocity of 5920 m/s and transversal wave 
velocity of 3250 m/s. The setup of phased array 
probes surrounding the Rail is shown. The 
Flaws such as Flat Bottom Holes (FBH) and 
Side Drilled Holes (SDH) are detected using 
normal incidence i.e. using longitudinal waves 
and notch indicated with N are detected using 
angular incidence i.e. transversal waves in the 
test object. 
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A Rail geometry has three regions defined as head, web and foot/base regions. The 
geometry and various flaws are as shown in Fig. 1. The head region has Flat Bottom Holes 
(FBH) of 1.6 mm diameter and a depth of 7.39 mm, orthogonal to the Rail profile at 
different levels and Notches at different levels. The web region contains the FBHs of 
diameter of 2 mm and the base region consist of Side Drilled Hole (SDH of 3 mm) and 
Notches. The test flaws FBHs and SDHs are developed based on the standard EN 13674 
-1 while the notches are not specified in this standard but are developed in the Rail to 
show the detection capability of phased array system. 
 
3.1 Application setup 
 
The application study has been performed under stable conditions i.e. in an immersion 
tank with water as coupling agent. This study can be extended to automated systems. As 
illustrated in Fig. 1. suitable phased arrays are placed surrounding the rail profile. For this 
application tests, the beam formation and steering of ultrasound beams of virtual probes 
of a phased array has been performed using the high end electronics platform UTxx with 
PA4 phase boards from GE Inspection Technologies [6].  
 
3.2 Measurement results 
 
3.2.1 Defect detection in the head region 
 
For the inspection of the head region, a linear phased array probe of 5 MHz with a pitch 
of 0.625 mm is used. The FBH are orthogonal to the rail profile: one is at the upper part 
of the head another at the lower (See Fig. 1.). The comparison of the defect signal, 
indicated as FBH, with and without steering is presented in Fig. 2. The rail profile 
interface is not parallel to the probe. In Fig. 2a & 2c the ultrasound beam with null-
delaylaw for a virtual probe of 16 elements has been applied. Although the defects (upper 
and lower FBHs) are identical in size the defects amplification differs by approximately 
6dB because the ultrasound beam is not optimised to the defects. In Fig. 2b & 2d the 
longitudinal wave is optimised so that both defects have same amplitude gain of ca. 28 
dB. The signal to noise ratio (S/N) of ca. 18 dB has been observed. 
 

  

b) a)  
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Figure 2. FBH detection in the head region. Interface echo is indicated as IE, backwall echo as 
BWE and defect echo as FBH. In a) and c) the ultrasound beam is not orthogonal to the Rail Profile 
where as in c) and d) the longitudinal ultrasonic wave is steered at angle of 1°.  

 
A total of two notches (length, width, height: 15 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.5 mm) at different levels 
(NU at 16 mm and NL 30 mm depth) in the head region are also inspected. The testing 
phased array probe has a centre frequency of 5 MHz and a pitch of 0.625 mm. The notches 
are detected using an aperture of 16 elements at an angular incidence i.e. transversal wave 
at 45°.  Here in this case although grating lobes are observed the defect echo is not 
disturbed by them. From the A-scans (see Fig. 3.) it is clear that defects can be detected 
with S/N ratio of ca. 16 dB.  
 

 

  
Figure 3. Notch detection in the Rail head region. Interface echo is indicated as IE, backwall echo 
as BWE and defect echoes as NU &  NL. a) Test setup. b) Detection of the upper notch NU. b) 
Detection of the lower notch NL. 

 
  

c) d) 

a) 

b) c) 
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3.2.2 Defect detection in the web region 
The web of a Rail contains FBHs of diameter 2 mm at different curved regions. The FBHs 
are drilled to the centre of the wall in the web. Depending on the Rail profile the wall 
thickness in the web region can be small. Hence a high frequency probe is suitable to 
detect the FBHs with good S/N ratio. Her in this application a 10 MHz linear array probe 
with a pitch of 0.676 mm is used. 
 

 

 
Figure 4. Detection of FBHs in the Rail web region. Interface echo is indicated as IE, and defect 
echoes as FBH. a) Test setup. b) A-scan with echo of top web FBH. c) A-scan with echo of centre 
web FBH. c) A-scan with echo of bottom web FBH. 

  
All the FBHs in the web region are detected. The centre web FBH requires null-delaylaw 
as the FBH is normal to the incidence beam. The top and bottom web FBHs are detected 
by optimizing the beam to the defects so that defect echoes have same amplitude gain as 
that of centre FBH as shown in Fig. 4.  
 
3.2.2 Defect detection in the foot/base region 
In the foot/base region a SDH and notch are developed. For foot inspection a phased array 
of 5 MHz which has concave-lense with radius of 50 mm in the elevation direction has 
been employed. The SDH (can also be treated as though drilled hole: TDH) in the web 

b) 

c) 

d) 

a) 
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has been detected with high probability as the defect has a large reflection surface. A S/N 
ratio of ca. 20 dB is achieved (see Fig. 5.). The sub-surface SDHs in the base region (8 
mm from the surface) are detected with an aperture size of 5 mm. 
 

   
Figure 5. Detection of SDHs in the Rail base region. Interface echo is indicated as IE , and defect 
echoes as SDH. a) Test setup and corresponding A-scan with echo of SDH (or TDH) of 3 mm in 
the base/web transition area. b) Test setup and corresponding A-scan with echo of SDH of 1 mm 
just 8 mm below the base surface. c) Test setup and corresponding A-scan with echo of SDH of 2 
mm just 8 mm below the base surface. 

 
The notch (length, width, height: 15 mm, 3 mm, 2 mm) in the foot region has been 
detected using longitudinal as well as transversal waves. An aperture of 16 elements with 
a probe pitch of 0.625 mm has been used. It is evident from the A-scans (see Fig. 6.) that 
the notch echo with transversal waves has better S/N ratio of ca. 18 dB. 

 

  
Figure 6. Detection of Notches in the Rail base region. Interface echo is indicated as IE, and defect 
echoes as Notch. a) Test setup and A-scan with echo from notch with longitudinal wave at null 
delaylaws. b) Test setup and A-scan with echo from notch with transversal wave at steering of 42° 
in the test object. 

 
 
 

a) b) 

a) b) c) 
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3.  Conclusions 

 
The phased array technology allows to detect not only standard defects but also 
customized defects. Because of steering capability, the beam formation can be optimized 
to the defect. Hence the testing machine system requires no mechanical adjustment of 
probes as in with conventional single element probes. With automated Rail testing 
machines based on phased array technology a higher testing speeds and higher test 
coverage area can be achieved. 
 
(NOTE: The patent for method and system for inspecting Rails with phased array has 
been filed) 
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